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The influence of the relative position of Ag metallic nanoparticles (Ag MNPs) embedded in a 100 nm SiO x Antireflection Coating (ARC) for specular polished c-Si substrates is studied. It is demonstrated that this Plasmonic ARC (PARC) can achieve lower average reflectivities than the optimised SiO x ARC. This has been done for different sizes of Ag nanoparticles. An alternative for PECVD to encapsulate Ag MNPs with SiO x is presented, avoiding the risk of metallic contamination in the reactor chamber as well as its effect on the size and shape of the self-aggregated Ag MNP. It is demonstrated, however, that this PARC is not suitable for silicon solar cells as a substitute for traditional ARC because it presents a high loss related with Fano destructive interference. V C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. In recent years, plasmonic particle layers (PPLs) made up of metal nanoparticles have been extensively studied as a way of improving solar cells. [1] [2] [3] Nanoparticles can efficiently scatter light [4] [5] [6] thereby increasing the optical path length of the incident light. Light coupling into the solar cell structure may be further enhanced if the PPL results in a high density of optical modes. This enables efficient thin film technology [7] [8] [9] [10] and furthermore increases the absorption efficiencies of standard cells.
Specific efforts have been made to incorporate Ag nanoparticles as Ag PPLs since Ag has relatively low absorbance in the wavelength range of interest. 6 In the most cost effective methods, Ag metallic nanoparticles (MNPs) are obtained chemically or by auto-aggregation of thin Ag layers. 11, 12 The first method can be applied to solar cells by spin coating. 13, 14 It has recently been proposed that the resulting material matrix incorporating Ag MNPs can be optimized as antireflective coating (ARC). 11, [15] [16] [17] This type of structure usually shows an aging of Ag PPL 18 and therefore some authors have proposed the addition of a protective layer to avoid the degradation. 19 The optical response of the resulting system of PPL and enclosing matrix requires careful optimization in order to maximise light interaction with the underlying solar cell. Of particular importance is the separation between the PPL and the substrate, and consequences for Fano 20 interference losses between scattered and incident light. The following work presents a study of the reflectivity of different Ag PPLs as a function of the position of the Ag PPL within a SiO x with a total thickness of 100 nm. This PPL and its encasing SiO x matrix are manufactured on the front surface of the silicon substrate. We present characterization of these layers demonstrating a PPL layer capable of yielding lower reflectivity than comparative optimum ARCs made from the matrix material.
A PECVD method is unsuitable because of the process temperature which is sufficient to adversely affect the MNP size distribution and geometry and hence the properties of the PPL. High temperatures furthermore present a metallic contamination risk for PECVD chamber systems.
This work proposes Hydrogen Silsesquioxane (HSQ) as an alternative. This is a flowable oxide commonly used for e-beam lithography which can be deposited by spin coating at room temperature. It has good surface coverage properties allowing it to homogeneously encase the MNPs and fill spaces between them. 21 The HSQ may then be transformed into a layer with optical properties analogous to SiO x with a single low temperature bake which does not adversely affect the PPL and the underlying solar cell.
Section II presents the fabrication of the structures studied. We then give a quantitative analysis of the optical response of the resulting layers showing a better response than standard ARCs as well as the final effect on a solar cell, exhibiting a considerable loss in the quantum efficiency due to Fano interference. [22] [23] [24] We conclude with a discussion of these competing mechanisms.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Sample preparation c-Si polished h100i p-type wafers with resistivity between 1 and 3 X cm are used to prepare 17 Â 17 mm 2 substrate samples. All substrates are cleaned with acetone, iso-propyl alcohol (IPA), and de-ionized water. Once the native oxide is removed using diluted HF (2%), silicon oxide (SiO x ) of different thickness is deposited by PECVD in a reactor model P5000 Mark II of Applied Materials. The process gas used has been Tetraethyl Orthosilicate (TEOS) and oxygen as precursor. The thickness of the resulting layer is measured using a thin film analyser model Filmetrics F20.
Two different Ag thickness precursor layers are studied. 3 nm and 10 nm of Ag are evaporated on cleaned substrates using a Pfeiffer Classic-500 e-gun PVD and annealed in nitrogen ambient for 1 h at 200 C (for 3 nm Ag precursor) or 300 C (for 10 nm Ag precursor). These recipes have been optimized previously 12, 28 and lead to Ag MNPs suitable to be embedded into a 100 nm ARC. Samples of varying SiO x thickness with as-deposited Ag MNPs are subsequently spin coated in a EVG101 Advanced Resist Processing System with a HSQ resist from Dow Corning (ancient Fox V R 12). Where applicable, Methyl Iso Butil Ketone (MIBK) is used for resist dilution. A SiO x layer acts as an efficient ARC for silicon solar cells, with an optimum thickness of approximately 100 nm for an AMG1.5 solar spectrum. The optical properties of HSQ being similar to SiO x , 25 there is no significant difference in reflectivity between SiO x or any combination of SiO x and HSQ if the total thickness is the same. Samples have been fabricated with the Ag PPL at different positions between SiO x and HSQ, as summarized in Table I and shown in Figure 1 . As the HSQ has to be baked, 26 samples are further annealed for 1 h at the same temperature as during the previous annealing. It has been verified that this second annealing without HSQ does not significantly change the size and shape distribution of the Ag MNPs. Moreover, the HSQ, filling as it does the spaces between particles, prevents interaction between them. It can, therefore, be assumed that the size and shape distribution of the Ag MNPs within the plasmonic ARC (PARC) is constant.
B. Size distribution analysis
SEM analysis has been performed and Fiji image treatment software 27 applied to the resulting micrographs. This determines the size of the resulting particles as well as the coverage properties of the HSQ on the Ag MNP. The analysis allows the fitting of an ellipse to particle shapes, thereby defining a major axis (D A ) and a minor axis (D B ) and corresponding area. From this total ellipsoidal area, an equivalent diameter of a particle (D EQ ) can also be defined as the diameter of a circular particle with identical area. These particle parameters enable theoretical analysis in terms of extinction coefficient and absorption cross section of nanoparticles as a function of particle geometry.
C. Reflectivity characterisation and comparison of samples
The front surface reflectivity of the samples has been measured from 400 to 1100 nm using a 150 mm integrating sphere and a spectrophotometer from National Instrument model CAS 140CT. In order to compare the antireflection properties of different surface coatings before considering the underlying solar cell, it is useful to develop a quantitative method of evaluation front surface reflectivity in terms of a single parameter. In order to do this, we use the definition of short circuit current J sc in terms of front surface reflectivity R as a function of wavelength and in terms of the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the cell
where q is the elemental charge of the electron in Coulombs, h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, k is the wavelength, R(k) is the measured reflectivity, AM1.5G is the standard solar spectral irradiance in W/(m 2 nm), and IQE(k) is the quantum efficiency of the solar cell.
The IQE in Eq. (1) is defined as efficiency of carrier collected from the cell terminals relative to light transmitted through the front surface of the cell. This definition includes all losses apart from reflected or backscattered light: Transport losses in the semiconductor layers, all parasitic absorption losses in the structure (including absorption in the AR coat layers, absorption by the metal), and interference effects including Fano interference in the plasmonic layers. It therefore overestimates the transmission, since absorption cannot be determined explicitly. We discuss the absorption mechanisms in the PPL in more detail in the following sections. This simple procedure allows us to define an average reflectivity R av defined as
We evaluate R av in order to allow easier comparison between the different plasmonic ARC coatings and their effect on the final short-circuit current density. Inserting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1) and assuming an ideal cell where IQE(k) ¼ 1 for every wavelength, the short circuit current density becomes
where
This methodology defines a single metric characterising reflectivity as a function of ARCs in terms of potential short current densities. The following sections contrast this with short circuit current densities achieved in practise, allowing conclusions to be drawn concerning loss mechanisms mentioned earlier in the definition of IQE.
D. Integration in a solar cell
In order to study the effect of this PARC on a finished solar cell, the best configurations are tested on Interdigitated Back Contact (IBC) solar cells. 28 The External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) is measured using a QEW7 solar cell quantum efficiency measurement system from PV Measurements. The reference values are those with the initial ARC coating. The ARC is then partially removed with HF and the best PARC is tested on them.
III. RESULTS
A. Size and shape distribution Figure 2 shows the statistics of the Ag PPL obtained using the 3 nm and the 10 nm precursor layer. The normal data cumulative distribution shows the behaviour of a normal distribution with the same average and standard deviation as the raw data. Thus for both Ag sizes, the minor axis D B and the equivalent diameter D EQ can be considered as normal distributions and the average is a representative value of the size. For the major axis D A , there is a deviation because some of the particles may coalesce, resulting in a few large values of D A . In this case, the median is taken as a more representative value. In Table II , the main statistics of the particle distribution are summarized, from where we conclude that with 3 nm Ag precursor, the resulting particles are about 14 nm and more circular than with 10 nm of Ag precursor (in which case, the particles are about 55 nm average). These results are in agreement with the results by Yang et al.
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B. Simulated properties of Ag MNPs
The relationship between the size of the MNPs and their scattering and extinction cross sections is well known. 6 Briefly, the scattering cross section increases with V 2 , where V is the volume of the MNP. The absorption, on the other hand, increases linearly with the volume. These competing mechanisms lead to the thumb rule that the bigger the MNP is, the more scattering and the less absorption is observed, independent of their shape, but analytically verified for round or elliptical shapes. 
The results presented in Fig. 3 allow drawing conclusions for the more complex structure of the PPL. There it is shown which portion of the light interacting with the MNPs is scattered and which is absorbed by the particles. Optical properties arising from the coupling of differently sized, irregularly distributed particles can be deduced by comparison with simulations of random nanoparticle distributions, 29 as discussed in Sec. IV. The data in Fig. 4(a) show as expected that the lowest reflectivity for a SiO x coat is obtained for 100 nm of SiO x , the standard thickness for this type of single layer AR coat.
In the case of plasmonic nanoparticle integration, Fig. 4(b) shows that reflectivity can be reduced at long and at short wavelengths, depending on the position of the MNPs in the SiO x layer for the smaller MNP equivalent diameter. In particular, a MNP layer position at about 70 nm from the Si surface in the 100 nm PARC decreases reflectivity for wavelengths beyond Table II . A symmetric environment has been assumed with an averaged refractive index to take into account the higher index Si substrate. 600 nm and below about 500 nm. Unfortunately, a reflectivity peak is observed in the region of the plasmon resonance.
The data for the larger MNPs of 55 nm in Figure 4 (c) show similar trends more strongly. The infra-red and short wavelength reflectivity is decreased much more strongly, but the reflectivity peak in the vicinity of the plasmon resonance is significantly increased.
These data have been used to obtain values of R av in each case giving a reflectivity figure of merit covering the range from 400 to 1100 nm. These results are shown in Figure 5 . The reference levels are R av values for polished silicon (upper) and flat silicon with an ARC of 100 nm of silicon oxide (lower). The PARC can make R av greater than polished silicon (as silver is more reflective than silicon) or, preferably, lower than the optimal 100 nm silicon oxide layer.
D. Effect on the EQE
The best PARC has been deposited on a IBC solar cell. Figure 5 shows that for both 3 and 10 nm of Ag precursors, the lowest Rav that can be achieved is about 10%. Figure 4 , however, shows that the reflectivity in the range of 600-700 nm is higher for the 10 nm sample. Equation (3) assumes an ideal 100% IQE whereas the experimental IQE is wavelength dependent and peaks between 600 and 800 nm. Therefore, the most promising PARC is the one using 3 nm of Ag precursor and 50 nm of HSQ since its reflectivity is significantly lower in the wavelength range where the experimental IQE is maximum. Consistently with this, an increase in the EQE due to increased scattering into the solar cell is seen at long wavelengths, which is the desirable effect of the Ag PPL. However, the EQE measurement ( Figure 6 ) shows a considerable loss at short wavelength when Ag nanoparticles are included on the front side of the cell. 
IV. DISCUSSION
The data in Figure 4 show that the reflectance is reduced for a wide range of wavelengths and compositions with respect to the reference cell reflectivity. In general, larger the particles, the greater the overall reflectance of the PARC as quantified by R av tends to be. The particle density is not equivalent in both cases. As seen in Table II , the surface coverage is about 34% for 3 nm Ag precursor MNPs and about 51% for 10 nm Ag precursor Ag MNPs. As the coverage increases, the reflectivity is increased, as silver is more reflective than silicon.
When HSQ is placed on the top of the Ag particles, reflectivity usually decreases. This reduction in the reflectivity is related to multiple factors.
First, as the Ag MNPs are covered by HSQ, light trapping ensures that the back scattered light is trapped in the HSQ (see Figure 7) . As shown in Figure 3 , the smaller particles scatter less efficiently and more absorbed light is lost to ohmic heating due to their small size. The larger particles, however, have an albedo >80% for the whole considered spectrum and they scatter the incoming light more efficiently with only a small portion being absorbed, so there is an important back radiation that increases the reflection. That is why the contribution of the capping layer is especially important for larger particles. However, for some of the configurations shown in Table I , the HSQ does not fully cover the bigger nanoparticles from the 10 nm Ag precursor.
Another factor that reduces the reflectivity is the destructive interference that occurs at different coating thicknesses and that is expected to be diminished with increasing SiO x thickness underneath the particles. 2 The investigated layers of Ag MNP are composed of a random distribution of hemispherical particles. As shown in Table II , particles obtained from 10 nm of Ag precursor have a broader variance in the particle shape dimensions than those from 3 nm of Ag precursor. This makes the radiated spectrum of the bigger particles broader as well. For this reason, it is difficult to find an optimum SiO x thickness for the larger particles in order to avoid the destructive interferences between layers. Regarding this point, Figure 5 shows that the best results in reflectivity for bigger particles are not necessarily those with the final HSQ coating giving a final 100 nm oxide layer. In the case of the smaller particles, as they are more homogeneous, this optimum is narrower and therefore is easier to define.
Furthermore, for the HSQ covered samples, R av is below the lower reference limit when the thickness of the silicon oxide layer under the Ag nanoparticles is similar or greater to the average size of the particle (15 nm for 3 nm Ag precursor and 50-70 nm for 10 nm Ag precursor). All this points towards an optimum configuration that can be found for different Ag precursor thicknesses. This conclusion is similar to what was reported by Pillai 31 and Xu et al. 32, 33 As shown in Figure 3 , particles with a small spread in shape barely modify the absorption cross sections and the absorption maximum. The Ag PPLs with bigger particles are less homogeneous and there is a high spread in size distribution and therefore circularity. This leads to a redshift of the cross sections as the diameter increases and a decrease in peak intensity. FIG. 7 . Effect of mismatching of the refractive index that allows to reduce the reflectivity when an HSQ is put on the samples There is a difference between the position of the plasmonic resonance peaks in Figures 3  and 4 . In Figure 3 , the resonance has been calculated at 470 nm assuming that particles are embedded in a symmetric environment with an average refractive index of n ¼ 1.9, weighting the layers. Furthermore, spherical particles have been assumed, whereas the fabricated samples lead to hemispherical shapes. In Figure 4 , the nanoparticles have a Si background at different distances so that the effect of this higher refractive index substrate on the behaviour of the Ag NPs does change during the experiment.
As seen in Fig. 4(c) , the plasmonic peak of the Ag MNP is very apparent in the 10 nm precursor samples and is almost suppressed in the 3 nm precursor samples (Fig. 4(b) ). As shown in Table II , the smaller particles are separated about 8 nm whereas the larger ones are separated about 12 nm. In order to clarify this observation, electrodynamic calculations, 29 similar to those of Figure 3 at the spherical particle resonance, were performed without a substrate in order to shed light on the phenomenological impact of inter-particle plasmon coupling ( Figure 8 ). These calculations show the trends in scattering as a function of particle size and separation similar to those achieved experimentally. Figure 8(a) shows the case of small particles (diameter D ¼ 16 nm) widely spaced (separation s ¼ 32 nm), with little interaction between particles and high scattering amplitudes, which points towards optical properties similar to those of isolated particles (see the inset in Figure 8(a) ). Comparing this with the experimental reflectivities ( Figure 4) shows striking consistency in losses associated with strong plasmon resonances versus gains due to increased scattering. First, the calculation of Figure 8 (a) corresponding to data shown in Figure 4 (b) shows a decreased plasmon resonance consistent with decreased inter-particle plasmonic coupling. Second, the decreased reflectivity in the infra-red shows the beneficial effect of the increased forwards scattering as illustrated by the scattering shown in the theoretical analogue of Figure 8(a) .
Considering the case of closely spaced large particles achieved experimentally, Figure 4 (c) first shows a stronger plasmon resonance consistent with the small inter-particle spacing for the analogous theoretical case of Figure 8 The overall conclusion is that the trends in the contour plots of Figure 4 are consistent with behaviour expected from the modelling for these nanoparticle sizes. This work shows that small particles may increase forwards scattering to some extent while paying some penalty due to losses associated with the plasmon resonance. It further shows that larger particles increase the forward scattering efficiency but with a much greater penalty in losses associated with a stronger plasmon resonance.
From this analysis, we conclude that the overall impact of the PARC in Figure 6 shows that, in spite of the slight improvement in the infrared spectral response, 27 ,34 the increased reflectance at short wavelengths ( Figure 4 ) coupled with Fano interference loss near the plasmonic resonance peak prevents light to be effectively transmitted into the solar cell for a range of wavelengths. This results in a significant reduction of EQE of the cells and therefore of the Jsc of integrated devices. In this case, the presence of Fano interference phenomena in addition to reflectivity losses rules out the validity of Eq. (3) in estimating the short circuit current density due to the assumptions discussed earlier regarding this expression.
V. CONCLUSION
Plasmonic ARC layers based on silver nanoparticles and silicon oxide have been studied on specular polished c-Si solar cells. Important differences have been found depending on the relative position of nanoparticles in the silicon oxide layer as well as on their size. Some improvements in reflectivity have been found with specific configurations. However, the addition of the Ag nanoparticles in this front surface geometry introduces Fano destructive interferences that reduce the efficiency of the cell.
